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of Spain and Gaul. Illyricum was one of the earliest Roman
provinces. Greek cities existed there before the Romans
came; and native fortified towns of refuge soon developed
under Roman influence into regular cities. Outside the urban
territories life was tribal, and the transformation of tribal into
urban territories was slow. It appears to have been a
peculiarity of the Thracian tribes that they lived in villages,
where the population perhaps owned in common the land tilled
by the village. In any case, after the Roman conquest of
districts inhabited by these tribes, the prevailing form of settle-
ment was the village, whose inhabitants owned the land
belonging to the village and cultivated it. Here we find no
trace of the superior landowning class whom we have seen in
Gaul. On the Eastern frontier of these provinces, on the
west coast of the Black Sea, there had long existed large and
prosperous Greek cities with extensive territories. But long
peace produced its effects; and even in the Thracian provinces
many villages grew into towns and received the institutions
and title of a Roman municipium.
This gradual conversion of the Roman provinces in western
Europe into a network of urban territories, and their gradual
Romanization under the influence of urban life, would have
been impossible but for one condition. All these territories
were surrounded by a series of military frontiers, extending
in an unbroken line from the Black Sea along the Danube
to its upper waters, and then along the Rhine to the North
Sea. A similar fortified frontier defended Roman Britain
from independent Scotland, and the province of Africa from
the nomads of the desert and the savage mountain tribes of
Morocco; and yet another ran along the Euphrates and the
edge of the Arabian desert, in the East. These frontiers were
not merely a breast-plate to defend Roman civilization, but
also served to promote that civilization in the most backward
parts of Roman dominions*
These strips of Roman territory along the frontier formed
a world of their own, with a life peculiar to themselves.
About half a million men, young or of middle age, recruited
in Italy and the provinces for a term of twenty to twenty-five
years, were stationed at different points along the line. They
lived in permanent fortified camps of varying sizes: the
larger bases for attack and defence accommodated a head-
quarters and the bulk of a legion containing five to six thousand

